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Welcome to Mercer Capital’s
Financial Reporting Blog
Mercer Capital is pleased to introduce the Financial Reporting Blog, a weekly update on financial
reporting topics curated by our Financial Reporting Valuation professionals. Providing meaningful
information to investors in today’s fair value era requires study, simulation and synthesis of market
participant behavior. In this blog, we compile insights from the markets and perspectives on the
evolving reporting landscape for the benefit of financial managers and industry leaders.
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Here’s a quick tour of the blog in seven easy steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Visit the blog
Check out summaries of the most recent posts
Share with friends and colleagues
Subscribe to the RSS feed
Sign up for periodic email updates
Browse past posts by categories
Contact us for more information
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Top Ten Posts from Mercer Capital’s
Financial Reporting Blog
Below are the 10 most popular posts from the Financial Reporting Blog to date. Subscribe to the
blog to receive the latest weekly posts.
1.

New Guidance on Valuing Customer Relationships

2.

Facebook, WhatsApp, and Value Allocation

3.

A Buyer’s Market: Accounting for Bargain Purchases

4.

IVSC Issues Exposure Draft on Bases of Value

5.

Equity-Based Compensation: Are Non-GAAP Earnings Misleading?

6.

Equity-Based Compensation: Tax Considerations

7.

Inside the Twitter IPO: Payday for Directors and an Estate Planning Opportunity

8.

Valuation Best Practices for Alternative Investment Funds

9.

Regulatory Roundup: Auditor Selection, Segment Reporting, and Other Areas of
SEC Concern

10. Changing Course: A New Proposal for Private Company Goodwill Accounting

Blog Categories
An easy way to find posts of interest is to search by category. Below is a listing of the categories
currently available on the blog.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bankruptcy and Restructuring Advisory
Equity-Based Compensation Valuation
Fair Value
Impairment Testing
Markets
Portfolio Valuation
Purchase Price Allocation
Tax

Mercer Capital’s Financial Reporting Blog
Visit the link below to visit the blog and to sign up to receive weekly posts either via
email or via RSS feed:
http://mercercapital.com/financialreportingblog/
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Mercer
Capital
Financial Reporting
Valuation Services

In an environment of increasingly
complex fair value reporting standards
and burgeoning regulatory scrutiny,
Mercer Capital helps clients resolve fair
value reporting issues successfully.
We have the capability to serve the full range of fair value valuation needs, providing
valuation opinions that satisfy the scrutiny of auditors, the SEC, and other regulatory
bodies.
We also have broad experience with fair value issues related to public and private
companies, financial institutions, private equity firms, start-up enterprises, and other
closely held businesses. National audit firms consistently refer financial reporting
valuation assignments to Mercer Capital.
Our professionals are nationally recognized as leaders in the valuation industry, and
hold the most rigorous credentialing designations including the CFA, ASA, and CPA,
among others, which are representative of the highest standards in the valuation and
accounting industries. Mercer Capital has the institutional capability to tackle even
the most uncommon or complex fair value issues. We understand the sensitivity
of financial reporting timing needs and meet your deadline on time, every time.
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